Three kinds of electrostatic waves, Three kinds of electrostatic waves, propagating only in the direction propagating only in the direction parallel to the external magnetic field parallel to the external magnetic field have been discussed in the pure pair have been discussed in the pure pair --ion plasma [2] . ion plasma [2] .
These are the ion plasma wave These are the ion plasma wave (IPW), the ion acoustic wave (IAW) (IPW), the ion acoustic wave (IAW) and the third one has been named as and the third one has been named as the intermediate frequency wave the intermediate frequency wave (IFW) because it (IFW) because it ' ' s frequency lies in s frequency lies in between the frequencies of the other between the frequencies of the other two waves i.e. the IPW and the IAW. two waves i.e. the IPW and the IAW.
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Important Points Important Points
A.
A. It will be shown that the It will be shown that the experimental observations itself experimental observations itself indicate the existence of indicate the existence of electrons in the system at a electrons in the system at a significant level. Therefore it significant level. Therefore it does not seem to be a pure pair does not seem to be a pure pair --Ion plasma. Ion plasma.
B.
B. Quasi
Quasi --neutrality is not a neutrality is not a reasonable approximation in reasonable approximation in such plasmas, when these are such plasmas, when these are perturbed. perturbed.
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Definition of a Plasma Definition of a Plasma
A quasi neutral statistical ensemble A quasi neutral statistical ensemble of charged particles which exhibits of charged particles which exhibits collective behavior due to long range collective behavior due to long range electromagnetic forces. Neutral electromagnetic forces. Neutral atoms (molecules) may also be atoms (molecules) may also be present in the system. present in the system. Ex: H Ex: H --Plasma Plasma 
But or 1.3 (1.2 together with 1.3) is the concept of quasi neutrality in plasmas.
IAW in EI-plasmas:
ii) uniform plasma.
ion dynamics:
1.4 Let us assume for the time being that electrons are also present in the system and they obey the Baltzmann density distribution,
2.8
The set of equations (2.5--2.7) yields a few simple but interesting results. Let us discuss the limiting cases one by one. We observe that a new mode which may be called a finite frequency pair plasma convective cell (PPCC) can exist in such systems in the quasi neutral approximation. Let's assume , then Eq.(2.6) with and gives, 2.9 We may have also even if The observation of IAW indicates the presences of electrons in the system. Therefore we expect in the experiment as the plot of acoustic wave in In the electron ion plasma case and for the ion cyclotron wave we have therefore Eq.(3.2) yields the well known dispersion relation
In the present situation, is possible along with therefore we retain the last term in Eq. 
